Peace-ing it Together: Reconsidering Communication, Community and the Media in the Anthropocene
4 APRIL 2024, THURSDAY

09:00-09:30 Registration
9:30-10:30 Opening Ceremony
10:30-11:30 Keynote Speech

Emer. Prof. Kaarle Nordenstreng
Embracing the World Out of Order

11:30-12:00 Coffee Break
12:00-13:30 PANEL 1
Moderator: Hanife Aliefendioglu
Ayca Kurdoglu Women and Animal are not Pieces of Meat: Women’s Resistance to (Hu)man Domination in Turkey.
Duygu Onay-Coker & Hanife Aliefendioglu Aunties of Neighborhood: A Mobility Analysis on Women Who Care Stray Animals in Turkey.
Ahmet Sedat Tuzun: A Discourse-Historical Exploration of Necropolitics of Non-Human Animals in the Turkish Cypriot Press.

13:30-14:30 Lunch Break
14:30-16:00 PANEL 2
Moderator Vasvi Ciftcioğlu
Niha Soğanci Ignore; until it reaches your doorstep” Detachment and the tactics of everyday in Northern Cyprus and Northern Lebanon.
Aysu Arsoy Representation of the ‘Invasive’ Marine Species around Cyprus Island on the News Media.
Vasvi Ciftcioğlu & Huri Yontucu Media Literacy Empowered with Peace Journalism Codes for Citizens and Journalists in Conflict Regions.
Canan Salih: Stages of Social Change: Participatory Theatre as Non-violent Activism.
16:00–16:30  Coffee Break 🍵

16:30–18:00  PANEL 3

Moderator Ülfet Kutoğlu Kuruğ

Özker Kocadal & Julie Alev Dilmaç Analyzing the Role of Media in Anti-Refugee Hate Speech in Turkey: The Case of the ‘Silent Invasion/Sessiz İstila’
Ülfet Kutoğlu-Kuruğ A Critical Assessment of the Ethical Responsibilities of PR in the Anthropocene Era
Reetta Nousiainen Diversifying Finnish Newsrooms
Hanife Erişen Visual Frame Analysis of the UKIP Leave Campaigns ‘Turkish Migrant’ Brexit Visuals

5 APRIL 2024, FRIDAY

09:30–10:30  Keynote Speech

Assoc. Prof. Dr. Mashoed Bailie
Food For Thought: Fueling the Debate in Critical Media Studies

10:30–11:00  Coffee Break 🍵

11:00–12:30  PANEL 4

Moderator Aysu Arsoy

Karmel Soboh Peace Discourse in the Official Israeli Government Pages on Facebook: How are Israeli – Arab Normalization Relations...
Sonia Zeeshan A Comparative Frame Analysis of International News Media Coverage of Kashmir Conflict
Safiyyah Adam “Peace-cing it together” or piece-cing peace? Nigerian Newspapers Framing of Political Discourse on Meta

12:30–13:30  Lunch Break 🍲

13:30–15:00  PANEL 5

Moderator Nilüfer Türksoy

Nafia Akdeniz Ethnography as Peace Activism: Rhizomic Re-conceptualisation of ethnographic Researcher-researched Binary
Rui Correia Education for Conscience in Times of Adversity
Sophie Demetriou-Drousioti Journalism Education and Sustainable Development: The Industry Perspective
Cansu Nur Şimşek Ecological Thought in Play: Examining Walden, a Game’s Designed Experience
15:00-16:00  
**Special Guest: Online Speech by Journalist Plestia Alaqad from Gaza**

16:00-16:30  
**Coffee Break**

16:30-18:00  
**PANEL 6 (Turkish)**

Moderator Yetin Arslan

İbrahim Emre Sugel & Metin Ersoy  
Barış Gazeteciliği Perspektifinden Video Gazeteciliğini Düşünmek: BBC News Türkçe Örneği

Pembe Behçetoğulları  
Bir Kıymet Anlatısı: Kurdun Günü

Yetin Arslan  
Düşünme Aracı Olarak Film: Kurak Günler Örneği

Sevilay Ulaş  
Bir Kıymet Anlatısı: Kurdun Günü

18:00-20:00:  
**Film Screenings**

1. *Devil’s Mud Aylin*  
Ersin, Eda Hançer, Vasvi Çiftciöglu, 2002, 23.00 min.

2. *CMC Maden Atıkları*  
Sadık Tevfik Kayrakçı & Melisa Santürk, 2023, 25 min.

3. *The One Sea We See’ Living with Others*  
Nurtane Karagil & İliada Charalambos, 22.04 min.

**6 APRIL 2024, SATURDAY**

10:00-11:30  
**PANEL 7**

Moderator Nico Carpentier

Nico Carpentier  
Discursive Struggles Over the Environment: An Ideological Map for Moulding Nature.

Antoni Roig, Gemma San Cornelio & Elisenda Ardèvol  
Narratives and Social Imaginaries for Climate Action: The Case of the Catalan Climate Assembly.

Lona Päll  
Ideological Dimensions of Place lore in Environmental Conflict Communication.

Yiannis Christidis & Nikolas Karatzas  

Yulia Belinskaya, Andreas Gebesmair, Jessica Richter & Georg Vogt  
Sustainability and beyond: Media Frames of Climate Change in Regional Dynamics.

11:30-12:00  
**Concluding Remarks**

12:00-13:00  
**Lunch Break**

13:30-16:30  
**Famagusta City Walking Tour.**